Amazing True Stories
Nonfiction that reads like fiction

The authors listed below make any subject interesting. This is a “starter list” of their work.

**Neal Bascomb**
- *Hunting Eichmann: How A Band Of Survivors And A Young Spy Agency Chased Down The World’s Most Notorious Nazi* 940.5318 Ei34b
- *The Winter Fortress: The Epic Mission To Sabotage Hitler’s Atomic Bomb* 940.5486 B298

**Bill Bryson**
- *Made In America: An Informal History Of The English Language In The United States* 420.973 B916
- *A Walk In The Woods: Rediscovering America On The Appalachian Trail* 917.4 B916
- *The Life And Times Of The Thunderbolt Kid: A Memoir* 910.4 B916

**Malcolm Gladwell**
- *Outliers: The Story Of Success* 302 G5430
- *Blink: The Power Of Thinking Without Thinking* 153.44 G543

**David Grann**
*The Lost City Of Z: A Tale Of Deadly Obsession In The Amazon* 918.11 G759
*Killers Of The Flower Moon: The Osage Murders And The Birth Of The FBI* 970.3 Os81g

**Tracy Kidder**
*Mountains Beyond Mountains* B F234K
*Among Schoolchildren* 372.1102 K46
*The Soul Of A New Machine* 621.381958 K46

**Jon Krakauer**
*Missoula: Rape And The Justice System In A College Town* 362.883 K89
*Into The Wild* B M122k

**Michael Lewis**
- *The Undoing Project: A Friendship That Changed Our Minds* 612.8233 L675
- *Moneyball: The Art Of Winning An Unfair Game* 796.357 L675mo
- *The Big Short: Inside The Doomsday Machine* 330.973 L675

**Candice Millard**
*The River Of Doubt: Theodore Roosevelt’s Darkest Journey* 973.911 R781mil
*Destiny Of The Republic: A Tale Of Madness, Medicine, And The Murder Of A President* 973.84 M645

**Hampton Sides**
*Hellhound On His Trail: The Stalking Of Martin Luther King, Jr. And The International Hunt For His Assassin* 364.152 K53s
*In The Kingdom Of Ice: The Grand And Terrible Polar Voyage Of The USS Jeannette* 910.452 Si56

**Mary Roach**
*Packing For Mars: the Curious Science of Life In the Void* 629.45 R628
*Grunt: The Curious Science Of Humans at War* 355 R628

**Sarah Vowell**
*Lafayette In The Somewhat United States* 973.3 V974
*Unfamiliar Fishes* 996.9 V974
*The Wordy Shipmates* 974 V974